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Scientific Focus: Global Climate Change; Weather Threat
Industrial Risks; Long-Range Planetary Hotspots; Solar Cycles
Niche Expertise: The Impact Of Climate Volatility On
Commodity Yields & Prices; Predictive Connections Between
Planetary Threats And Financial / Socio-Economic Instabilities
Dr. Simon Atkins, MBA, PhD, DSc is an atmospheric scientist, a
doctor of planetary risk, and climate economist. As CEO of
Advanced Forecasting Corporation [AFC], a think-tank in
planetary risk management, he provides climate change hazard consulting to over twenty industries, Fortune 500
businesses, investors, and other individuals that are affected by natural-based perils. Climate disasters as of
recent have become of greater concern in strategic planning and monitoring the exposure of one's asset classes.
That is why in a world necessitating disaster threat advisement, AFC's detailed reports in Meteorological
Intelligence® and climate threat hotspot predictions allow clients to gauge strengths or liabilities in their assets or
investments in different market positions or economic sectors all around the world.
With a wealth of knowledge gained from visiting 66 countries, Simon truly advises on vulnerability assessment
“hotspots” for optimized security planning and business continuity. With 25 years of research and work centered
on strategic expertise in weather risk and global predictions going out years in advance, Simon gives insights well
in advance of potential to likely business “shocks”, especially concentrating on shifting patterns of droughts &
floods worldwide and impacts of extremes on key commodities. Simon also prepares clients concerning the multidimensional impact of climate change in predicting risks from earthquakes, tsunamis, landslides, volcanoes, solar
flare interferences, power grid disruptions, disease outbreaks, water shortages, widespread commodity shortages
and price fluctuations, as well as weather’s influence on geopolitical instability, air quality hazards, socioeconomic complexities and natural resources toxicity -- all which could affect the situation on many investments.
Simon provides specialized advisory services in the format of speaking engagements, interactive video teleconferences, strategic planning sessions, and other tailored arrangements centered around clients' specific needs
that are aligned to the following:






Weather & planetary threats to agribusiness, energy, insurance, real estate, telecommunications, retail,
investments & transport sectors, focusing on potential distress and impacts short-term to long-range;
Weather impacts to commodity yields & price prediction: specifically for grains, energies, meats, and softs;
Volatility of multi-decadal weather patterns, as well as the severity, intensity and frequency of such shifts;
Changing climate pattern cycles and related specific predictions affecting a spectrum of different investments;
The economic, social and political implications of natural-based and technologically-induced climate shifts.

Thank you genuinely for your interest. I look forward to an engaging and long-term relationship.
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